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SHARE IF YOU LIKE, DON'T BURY IT IN YOUR
DEVICES. YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN. ;)

PERSONAL
LEADERSHIP
BELIEFS

E N J O Y  R E A D I N G  I T !

The guidance light when things start to

turn slow, fall back and in dark times. 



When was the last time
you had a meaningful
chat?

1. POWERFUL
CONVERSATION
CAN CHANGE LIFE

I always look for different

and powerful conversations

in my life. I had a number of

them although not many

people are open for it.

Powerful conversation makes

you think and usually push

you to greater heights.

Words can be life changing.
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When was the last time
you think about your
future self?

2. HAVE A VISION.
WHAT'S YOUR
WHY?

Simple statement that we call

vision can help you believe in what

you do in trying times. Without, I

find myself go with the flow then

drown in the “busy-ness” of day-

to-day things. Have your WHY,

then How and What will follow

suit.

 

Here’s my WHY: “I am the source

of ENERGY to create creative

touch points for leaders to create

more and better creative touch

points to make the world a better

place.”
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When was the last time
you pay for your own
growth program?

3. DEVELOP
PEOPLE AND
YOURSELF

It is easy to give someone

opportunity, however to provide

enough support to make that

someone successful or excel a

different matter altogether.

Often, as leaders the opportunity

we give is work in disguise but we

also need to relentlessly ensure

the work get’s done. I am in the

opinion that only with sheer

commitment to develop own self

can a leader gives more to

develop others. Leaders are

readers.
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When was the last time
you feel you are ahead of
everyone else?

4. DO LEAP WHEN
BEHIND

Sometimes, I get assignment that

is spiralling down and waiting to

go bust. When this happens, I

don’t wait or go by-the-books. I

push things and step on some

people toes along the way (sorry).

Some people like to see

something to fail and you happen

to be there. The goal is to make

the leap, because playing catch

up not going to make it.
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When was the last time
you develop and share
knowledge with others?

5. FREE UP
KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCES

This is my life tagline. I am not a

fountain of knowledge (still

learning daily) but I know I work

really hard to thrive. A lot of

knowledge is either too deep in

someone’s brain or the

organization’s bureaucracy, it is

wasteful and a sin to let this

continue. Knowledge gives power

and we can make a difference in

the market place when we share.
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When was the last time
you feel like you are
losing it already?

6. THINK BIG,
START SMALL

I love to dream about something

big, and I also have learned the

hardship to do something big.

Thus, I believe starting small would

allow room for improvement and

creativity. During the starting

stage, I usually spend a lot of time

experimenting and testing

hypotheses. The moment it’s

ready, scaling up would just about

adding resources. This belief also

lead me to introduce significant

innovation in products and

processes throughout my career.
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When was the last time
you are challenged and
you need to get back?

7. BE
SITUATIONALLY
PRAGMATIC

Dealing with many people from

different levels and in many

situations demand great

communication skills. While some

leaders suavely good at this, I

tend to stumble. I used to get

carried away when I had conflicts

with co-workers and colleagues.

Surprisingly, I had very few

problems with my leaders and

bosses. The rule of thumb is to

relentlessly be honest and

pragmatic. As the equilibrium

point moves, so does your

pragmatism.
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When was the last time
you read a meaningful
book?

8. STAY HUNGRY,
STAY FOOLISH

I borrow this from Steve Jobs.

Another learning from this belief is

to run my own race. Sometimes

when things don’t go my way, I get

entangled with perception trap

about how the grass is greener on

the other side (it’s always had

right!). So, when that happen I

have to realize quickly that my

time will come and I just have to

be patience with my mind and

hands open.
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WHAT'S
YOUR'S?

LEADERSHIP BELIEFS

https://qrco.de/designthinking


